Cisco and SAP AG Precision Marketing Solution
At-A-Glance

SAP is the world’s leading provider of business software, offering applications
and services that enable companies of all sizes across more than 26 industries
to become best-run businesses. With more than 100,000 customers in more
than 120 countries, the company is listed on several exchanges, including the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange and NYSE, under the symbol “SAP.”

What Is the Cisco and SAP AG Precision Marketing Solution
Overview?
SAP AG and Cisco have had a global market innovation agreement in place
since 2007 to jointly develop a new breed of business solutions that will
transform how applications and networks interact.
Furthermore, Cisco is a strategic SAP HANA partner with a suite of certified
HANA Appliances (Cisco Unified Computing System™ [CiscoUCS®]), services,
and IT process automation (ITPA) offerings. Cisco UCS is an ideal server
platform, since it provides a unique industry-standard infrastructure based on
the Intel® Xeon® processor for enterprise-critical applications.
With the Cisco and SAP Precision Marketing (SPM) Solution, Cisco and SAP
offers the most comprehensive solution address market demands.

What Are the Benefits of the Cisco and SAP AG Precision Marketing
Solution?
The Cisco and SAP Precision Marketing Solution engages the consumer in
real time with in-store context aware, personalized offers. By combining
the power of SAP’s Precision Retailing Engine and mobile technologies with
Cisco’s Mobility Services Engine (MSE), location analytics and WLAN, the two
companies offer transformative cloud-based mobile solutions for retail that
are unparalleled in the market today.
Each of these technologies plays a key role in providing access to customer
insight, including likes, dislikes, behavior, and location all in real time. It also
provides the opportunity for personal interactions directly with the consumer,
which allow the retailer to develop brand awareness, and affinity like never
before.
Precision Retailing customers are already realizing significant benefits from the
solution, such as:
•

The ability to influence consumer behavior at the point of purchase with
personalized offers, with results such as:
-- 20 percent increase in promotional conversion rates

-- 15 percent increase in average basket size
-- 10 percent increase in the purchase of suggested upsell and cross-sell
•
•

products
Increasing consumer satisfaction and loyalty - the result of receiving highly
relevant offers in a single click at the moment of decision.
Engaging consumers using personalized offers created in real-time
by combining the consumer’s shopping context with the company’s
knowledge of the consumer’s profile, preferences, and purchase history as
well as in-store product availability

Cisco and SAP AG Precision Marketing Solution Technology Overview
The Cisco and SAP Precision Marketing Solution requires a Cisco WLAN
infrastructure (access points, controller, and Cisco Prime™ Infrastructure)
and the Cisco MSE with the appropriate licenses for clients, Cisco Wireless
Instrusion Prevention System (wIPS) for PCI compliance, and additional
optional licenses, such as Cisco CleanAir® and the new Connected Mobile
Experiences license containing onsite location analytics and engagement
capabilities, to supplement the SAP Application Analytics. In most cases, it
is assumed the retail location will already have a Cisco WLAN infrastructure
and the preparation to make it Precision Marketing ready is to perform an
additional site survey and use the Cisco deployment guides for Connected
Mobile Experiences and Context Aware Services.
SPM is a product with a single SKU. It is sold as a cloud-based solution powered
by HANA that is integrated into existing source systems, typically through an
extract, transform, and load (ETL) process as well as connected to real time
transactional systems via a web services API. The power of using SAP HANA
technology with a solution of this kind is that it is the only solution in its class
that is able to couple deep analytical data with real time transactional data to
deliver highly personalized, real-time offers directly to the consumer during the
shopping experience. There are no additional SKU’s that are requirements for
SPM. SPM is sold as a standard cloud based subscription model. Pricing can be
discussed in greater detail with the appropriate SAP account executive.
SAP Precision Marketing (SPM): This is general availability (GA) product for
2013 and is available as part of the Mobile offering at SAP. SPM is a cloud
based solution powered by HANA that delivers 1:1 personalized offers based
upon consumer preferences, purchase history, product information, in-store
inventories, and real-time context-based events. It could be an on-premises
solution for those customers that require it to be in their data center.
www54.sap.com/solutions/tech/cloud/software/precision-retailing/index.html
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This offering can be sold standalone, as a subscription model, and integrated
with legacy and third-party customer-relationship management (CRM),
merchandising, and financial systems. Alternatively, it can be sold jointly
with a broad range of SKUs at SAP supporting retail operations (CRM,
loyalty management, point of sale [POS], etc.). However, there are no
specific dependencies between SPM and other SAP business applications.
All “data” gets loaded into SPM with a real-time or preloaded data model.
The SPM solution has subscription model pricing, which varies based on (a)
licensing component, (b) registered user component (loyalty activity), and (c)
transaction fees (tier levels). All of the following may affect the pricing of the
initial NRE (SI Services) and the subscription model:
•
•
•
•
•
•

For More Information
For more information, please visit:
•
•
•

www.cisco.com/go/cmx
www.sap.com
www54.sap.com/solutions/tech/cloud/software/precision-retailing/index.
html

Data is loaded from a legacy database management system(non SAP) or
SAP CRM, ERP, PMR, BI, POS
Interfaces to engines including visual research (social media), on-demand
analysis, and real-time offer management
Connection to Cisco Mobility Services API
“Personal shopping assistant” application(s) (private label)
“Retail store manager” application(s) dashboard (private label)
SAP Application Analytics “big data”

The location of the users and store workers come from the Cisco MSE through
the Mobility Services API. This location capability is unique in the industry
today, due to Cisco’s technology for offloading location calculation to the MSE
appliance or virtual appliance and not interfering with the Wi-Fi performance
or introducing network latency. The MSE also offers historic client information
and additional network analytics (patterns, dwell times, footpath/heatmap)
correlation with other application and database information. Furthermore,
the existing Cisco WLAN installed base is over 55 percent in retail markets,
and the existing customers can take advantage of their existing investment
and cost-effectively transition to a SPM solution.
SAP relies on MSE for mapping capabilities. Item location can be stored as
part of the item record in SPM, the planogram itself comes from MSE. The
map is supplied by the retailer, and the planogram map must be sourced from
the retailer. The MSE does not yet have the accuracy to manage detailed and
specific planogram maps. SPM does not have any mapping capabilities to date.
Smart shopping lists and historic shopping lists can be accessed via the SPM
APIs available in the current release. Collaborative, multi-channel shopping lists
are road map items for SAP mShopping.
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